IMPROVE THE LOOK OF YOUR REGULATORY SIGNS
DÉCOR-EASE RETRO-FIT SYSTEMS
Make a Big Impact in Your Community Easily and Affordably!

Don’t let your community look out of date or drab, improve it with the DÉCOR-EASE Retro-fit Systems. DÉCOR-EASE is the easy way to turn boring, regulatory signs into an eye-catching amenity. Transform your existing regulatory signs to enhance the look of your community.

Why upgrade Your Street Signs?

What do the best neighborhoods and communities provide their citizens – an attractive and safe place to live and do business. DÉCOR-EASE systems can help your community achieve that goal by giving you improved regulatory signs that are attractive and useful. Your citizens will be proud of the way the streets look, and your signs will be more noticeable to drivers. In addition, DÉCOR-EASE gives your community a cohesive, neighborly feel by providing a uniform look that will keep property values from declining.

Plus DÉCOR-EASE is perfect for both old and new developments. With one call you can get everything you need from decorative regulatory signs to decorative street lights and traffic control signs. DÉCOR-EASE is so easy to install you can use it for your regulatory signs that have to be installed in 24 hours!

DÉCOR-EASE systems are perfect for:

- New Developments
  Designs can give your development a small town charm or sophisticated elegance and provide a unified look to the neighborhood or district.

- Urban Renewal Efforts
  Updating and improving your signs will instantly beautify the neighborhood and increase pride.

- City Maintenance
  Keep neighborhoods and streets looking clean and well kept by having cohesive signage on every corner!

- Improve Regulatory Signage
  Match existing street lighting and street amenities.
Installation is EASY!

Step 1
After Removing Existing Sign from Pole, Wrap Existing Pole with the DÉCOR-EASE Wrap.

Step 2
Attach the Decorative Pole Cap.

Step 3
Attach the DÉCOR-EASE Sign Frame.

Step 4
Wrap the Decorative Base on Bottom of Pole.

The DÉCOR-EASE Retro-fit System comes with everything you need to upgrade your signage:

A. Decorative Base – Choose from 6 designs. Custom designs available. See order form for details.

B. Quick-wrap Pole Sleeves that fit over standard unistrut, O.D. Round, or U-channel pole. All designs meet break-off standards and come in a variety of colors to match other SITE AMENITIES.

C. Sign Frame comes with optional crest or logo for your neighborhood.

D. Sign Cap

YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE IMMEDIATELY – imagine whole neighborhoods with attractive, easy to read DÉCOR-EASE systems!
BASES

#BCSTE1115
STERLING SERIES
H.15.75" - W.11.25"

#BCCHU1115
HUNTINGTON SERIES
H.15.75" - W.11.25"

#BCWAO1215
WASHINGTON OCTAGONAL SERIES
H.15.25" - W.12"

#BCWAR1215
WASHINGTON ROUND SERIES
H.15" - W.12"

#BCCOR1218
CORISCAN SERIES
H.18" - W.12"

#BCTR1214
TRILOGY SERIES
H.14.25" - W.12"

#BCWEL1023
WELLINGTON SERIES
H.23" - W.10"

#BCRVS1123
REVERE SMALL SERIES
H.23" - W.11"

#BCRAN1024-S
RANCHO SERIES
H.24" - W.10.5"

#BCRAN1024-F
RANCHO SERIES
H.24" - W.10.5"

POLE CAPS & FINIALS

#PCA-B
Ball Cap
H.6"

#PCPOP - 13
Finial
H.12.675" - W.4.75"

#PCPIN - 11
Finial
H.11.5" - W.4.5"

#PCA-P
Pineapple Cap
H.5.5"

#PCVIS - 7
Finial
H.7.25" - W.4"

#PCRS
Pole Cap
H.2.375" - W.5.5"

FLUTED & SMOOTH POLES

Fluted 2 piece pole comes put together

Smooth 2 piece pole comes put together
There are Many Styles to Choose From – simply pick the preferred style in each category or let us know the D.O.T. sign type.

Custom Designed
DÉCOR-EASE also Available!
We can meet the needs of all your neighborhoods and streets! If you already have existing SITE AMENITIES like benches, signs or fountains, we can match the look and feel!

Just take a picture of your existing items and send it to us – we will match the color, metallic tone and design, providing you with regulatory signage that give your streets a cohesive look!

Add Your City Crest or Logo!
Any DÉCOR-EASE Sign can be customized with a city crest or logo. Including your logo provides you with a more cohesive look, locale identity for visitors and a higher sense of pride in your neighborhood. Simply send us your artwork and we will incorporate it into your package!
WE ALSO CAN PROVIDE YOUR CITY OR COMMUNITY WITH EVERYTHING INCLUDING:

- Decorative Traffic Control Equipment
- Decorative Street Lighting Poles
- New Development Sign & Pole Packages
- Custom Designs & More – Call Us Today!
CUSTOM DESIGNS

1391 Calle Avanzado, San Clemente, CA 92673 | P. 949-276-8850 | F. 949-276-8855 | SouthCoastLighting.com
EXTEND YOUR DESIGN TO EVERY CORNER OF THE COMMUNITY!

See options and designs inside and call or fax us at:
P. 949-276-8850 | F. 949-276-8855
SouthCoastLighting.com